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Soot cleaning

Clean the lateral smoke channels with a vaccum cleaner 1-2 times a year. Sweep the chimney 
1-2 times a year, however according to local legislation.

Note: always follow regional and national regulations regarding soot cleaning.

Disconnect any electric elements before cleaning the fireplace. Protect walls and surfaces from 
soot.

Tools:
Use flexible Nylon/Perlon brushes, avoid metal brushes as they might scratch the stone.

Diagrams

Group 1:
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Soot cleaning
Group 2 models:

Group 3 models (AALTO, HIISI, KIDE):

HARMAJA/R

Base vent Top vent
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Removing stains from soapstone
Wipe off stone surfaces with a wet cloth and dishwashing liquid/water.

For tougher stains, apply pure dishwashing liquid, let soak then wipe off and rinse well.

Tulikivi Cleaning Agent 4 is an abrasive paste for cleaning tougher stains on stone surfaces, door 
frames etc. (grease, wax, etc.). Tulikivi Cleaning Agent 4 be found in the Welcome Box or 
ordered at Tulikivi. User instructions are included. It is recommended to carry a can of Cleaning 
Agent, this way it is easy to show to the customer how to remove stains.

For very resistant stains, brake and clutch cleaner spray (e.g. Würth) or acetone can be used. 
Note: never use on warm stones or in the presence of fire.

Wax: heat fireplace, evaporate wax using hot air gun and paper towels.

Small scratches: use abrasive sponge or sand paper (grain 500) or diamond pad. Always polish 
the entire stone, then wash off the dust.

Stains on grooved stones (HSI, Rigata): brush carefully with a soft brass brush.
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Doors
Paint for cast iron doors

Tulikivi item Codes:
74902,0 Dovre spray paint for doors, anthracite
74912,0 Dovre spray paint for doors, light grey

Manufacturer:
www.paulypaint.be

PAULY PAINT NV
HAVENLAAN 8
INDUSTRIEPARK TESSENDERLO-PAAL
BE-3980 TESSENDERLO

Pauly Paint colour numbers: 
Light grey 9321
Antracite 9301

Soot removal from door glasses:

Ash is a free, ecological and easily 
available cleaning agent.

Door glasses can be cleaned by rubbing 
them with a with a damp paper towel 
that has been dipped in ashes. Rub gently 
to remove soot form the glass, then wipe 
clean with another damp paper towel.

Note: never clean door glasses while they 
are hot. 
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